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EXPERIENCE?

CAL GB

STAR

New

York

Ranger
Cal Gardner
has
15
years of hockey behind him,
including two years with the
junior
champions
of the
world and “a most valuable player award.”

'VE SMOKED MANY

DIFFERENT BRANDS...
AND COMPARED.
ARE THE
OF

R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem,

N.C.

WITH ME!

S&S

Let your” 7-Zone” tel! acide ;

More people are smoking
than ever before!
@ You'll read about it... hear about it... you’ll
see it for yourself —In sports, in business, in homes
all over America, smoker after smoker who has

Your"T-Zone”
Taste...Throat
... that’s your final proving
ground for any
cigarette.

Try Camels.
See if Camels
don’t suit your

tried and compared different brands during the
wartime cigarette shortage has found Camels the
“choice of experience”!
Why? Hockey Star Cal Gardner says, “Of all the
brands I tried, Camels suit my ‘T-Zone’ best!”
And that’s where yow’ll find the answer—in your
“T-Zone.” Try Camels and let your own experience tell you why more people are smoking Camels

than ever before!

“T-Zone”_

According to a Nationwide survey:

10:1."

More Doctors Smoke CAMELS
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
=
Ss

,

When 113,597 doctors were asked by three independent
research organizations to name the cigarette they smoked,
more doctors named Camel than any other brand!
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TAKE-OFF TO A DREAM

climbed into the rear cockpit, a
few more hours won’t matter now.

Buckling the straps of his para-

What does Jeanne say to Gene?
@ By Eucene VONDEREMBSE
@

JLLUSTRATION

BY

BARBARA

MALCOLM

Gene Wade’s taut nerves reflected every vibration of the Kingfisher
as it shook with the sputtering of its
cold engine. He had told himself a
thousand times that this tense feel-

comer, “flight
something?”

been

called

off

or

ing was foolish, yet every time he

“Something,” answered Jim, “the
yeoman at operations has a telegram for you.”

was scheduled for a flight he was an

“A telegram?” he spoke the words

anxious spectator when the mechanic started the plane, and could not
relax until the engine smoothed out,

settling into the unbroken
the warmup run.

roar of

In a moment his tension was
gone. The plane’s propeller circled
with ever increasing speed, churning the crisp morning air into a
windy clamor. Gene reached into
the pocket of his flight jacket, and
drew out a battered pack of cigarettes. Lighting one, he sat back to

wait for take-off time.
A

beautiful

day,

he

thought

as

he lazily puffed on the cigarette,
perfect flying weather. Now
if
Jeanne would—if only I had _ her
answer it would be a perfect day.
But—he shrugged his shoulders—I
guess I'll have to wait. It’s only
that it’s been such a long time.

aloud,

but they

that passed
mind. Jeanne’s
just like her
Gene glanced
watch.

were

a thought

swiftly
answer.
to send
quickly

through his
It would be
it like that.
at his wrist

There’s

still

time,

too,

to

get it before the take-off.
“Tll go get it right now,’ Gene
told Jim, but as he started for operations he saw the approaching figure of the pilot.
>?

“Good morning, Gene,” the pilot
said, “we ought to get some good

pictures today.
for a hop.”

Beautiful

weather

“Yes sir,” Gene agreed, “Sir, I
have a telegram over at operations.
If | may—”
“Sorry,” interrupted the pilot,
“but we have to be on station early.
We'll have to take off right away.”

from his thoughts, and he glanced

As the pilot spoke, the mech idled
the engine.

up to see a familiar face approaching across the cement
parking
apron.

the cement

“Gene!”

“Hi,
Page .2

The

Jim,”

voice aroused

he greeted

him

the new-

Gene

dropped

apron

the

and

cigarette

ground

on

it

with his heel. Well, I can wait a
little longer, he thought as he

chute, plugging in the earphones,
checking his cameras—for the next
few moments his mind was too
filled with the last-minute preparations for the flight to continue his
thoughts of the telegram.
“Okay back there?” the pilot’s
voice sounded mechanically through
the phones.

“All ready sir,” Jim replied, and
he buckled
his lap.

the

safety

belt

across

‘The plane rattled across the parking apron toward the runway. At
the edge of the runway, the pilot
stopped the plane. He radioed the
tower for take-off instructions, gunning the engine while he awaited
the reply to give it a last-minute
check.
Gene was busy with his cameras.
He gave them a trial run, checking
the movement of the film, the action of the shutter, then, satisfied

that they were in working order, se-

cured them for the take-off.
As the plane roared down the
runway, gathering speed, Gene was
once more free to ponder the question. of the telegram. Her answer—
it'll have to wait now. He tried to
leave things at that, but his mind,
tormented by the days of waiting,

refused to cooperate. It began to
cast about trying to form a picture
of the news the telegram would
contain.

jected

It

seized

one

it to promptly

answer,

re-

seize upon

one directly opposite. Would Jeanne

say

yes?

Would

she

marry

him?

Would

hopes

he

was no one there. He and the girl

had so long fostered? His mind

she

an-

were alone in the passage.

swered

dash

these

those

questions

and

more although, in truth,
no basis for the answers.

many

Finally the girl had stopped. She

there was

paused a moment there, undecided,
but at last she walked across the

Gene looked over the side of the

passage to him. It had been an awk-

cockpit to see that the Kingfisher
was already in the air. It began to
climb, crawling higher and _ higher
in the air, detaching itself from the
world to leave that world a toyland peopled with doll-like people,
little play houses, toy automobiles
that crawled along the snake-like
highways.

ward moment for Gene, a moment
of indecision as he tried to think

of something

“I’m

in

New

stammered,

“I

“Tm afraid not,” Gene replied.
“At least I can’t remember having
met you.”
“I know that ’ve—” she paused
a second and then a glint of recognition passed through her eyes.
“Yes, I knew I had seen your face
somewhere— you’re Gene Wade,
aren’t you?”

Jeanne! And her answer was back
at the field. If he only knew—
Gene’s mind slipped back over a
thousand miles of space, many days
of time, hoping that somewhere,
somehow it could solve the problem that plagued it. The roaring of
the plane, as it labored higher in
the air, disappeared to leave in its
place the noisy clanking of a subway train as it sped through a tunnel in New York City.
been

she

how I seem to know you. I can’t
place where or when, but I know
I’ve seen you somewhere.”

gram.

had

sorry,”

don’t want to seem rude, but some-

Ordinarily, Gene enjoyed _ this
moment when he could sit back
and thrill to this separation which
placed him in a world all his own.
But not today. Every foot the plane
rose, every yard it nosed forward
took him further away from the
field and from the waiting tele-

Gene

to do. Curiosity got

the better of him, and he waited for
her.

into

he

find his way
The

crowd

the

York

crowd

to the ground
led

him

to

level.

through

the

turned

around,

thinking that perhaps his first observation

was

February, 1948

in

error,

but

there

In the few days he had spent in

New York he had become better
acquainted with her. After he reported back from leave, she had
written to him, long, friendly letthat

created

a

like a dream

warm,

tender

come

true,

or-

impossible task.
ever—how

could

you

“You know Bob Ryan?”

“Bob

Ryan?

Of course, in fact

I’m on my way to see Bob now.”
~

Back in New York, seeing her,
being near her, Gene fell hopelessly
under her spell. She was kind to
him, courteous, friendly, but if she
held even the slightest particle of

an answer.

know my name?”

At first he had not noticed the
girl on the opposite side of the
passage. When he did see her, he
felt ill-at-ease for she seemed to
watch him closely, studying him
had

jeanne

a manner.

indifference,

remember

cline.

He

“Bob

That had been a strange meeting,
True, he would have met hez anyway, but like that—many times
Gene had wondered at the chance
that brought them together in such

Gene was taken aback. Hearing
his name uttered by a stranger—a
girl, and such a lovely girl too—
he scarcely could find words for

“Yes, but—how did you—I don’t

exit, up a short stairway to an in-

as it were.

smiled,

ders came though for one man to
attend school in New York. Gene
volunteered and was accepted.

the underground

followed

she

“As simple as that—”
smiled again at his words.

Then,

way were beyond him. So, when the

drew

“Certainly,”

showed me a picture of you. It
wasn't a very good picture and at
first I wasn’t sure. But I thought I
recognized you. I just took a chance
that it was you.”

feeling in him and slowly brought
himself to the realization that he
was falling in love with Jeanne.

visit a friend of his in Manhattan.
This was his first visit to New
York and the intricacies of the sub-

train

He accepted the offered hand.
“Same here but would you mind
telling me how you recognized me?”

ters

but a few hours that day. On leave
from the Navy, he had decided to

* station,

minute. I didn’t know that Bob
had a sister.”
“He has, and I’m it.” Jeanne offered him her hand. “Glad to know
you, Gene.”

love,

longed

she

never

revealed

it. Gene

to tell her of his emotion,

but her indifference, her seeming
made

that

an

almost

Then one day his dream came to
an end. His days in New York
were over, and he had to report
back to his station. The nearness
of his departure goaded him into
action,

and

on

the

last night,

the

“T’'m his sister, Jeanne.”

same night he had to board the
train for the long, lonely trip back

“So that’s it,” Gene smiled. “I’m

of his restraining reserve, and was

sorry but you unnerved me for a

to the field, he finally broke free
able to tell Jeanne of his feelings.
Page 3

She

smiled

then,

a

smile

filled

with meaning. It might have been
filled with hope for him or it might
have meant his despair. He could

not fathom it; he tried to imagine
the thoughts behind it, but his
imagination failed him. Her reply

was the same as her smile.
“Gene,” she said, “I like you. I
like being with you, I like the things
about you. But I can’t really know
how I feel. Let me think about it.
Let me be sure of myself before I
answer you. When I know myself,
I'll let you know. Until then, Gene,

please bear with me.”
Days passed then, not many days,
but to Gene anxiously awaiting to
hear from her, they seemed endless.
She wrote him,
ters, but never

warm, friendly lethinted of her an-

swer. In fact, she neglected to refer
to it at all. The passage of time, her
failure to mention the thing that
was uppermost in his heart dimmed
his hopes till they were almost gone.
The scout plane roared high over
the blue waters of the Pacific. Gene,
lost in his memories, had forgotten
the task that lay ahead, but now
the pilot’s voice sounded in the interphones to bring him back to the
present.

“Almost there, Gene,” the pilot
called. “You’d better get ready to
go to work.”
“Right, sir,” answered Gene, “I’m

all ready to go.”
During the next few hours, Gene

had no time for thought. Photographing bombing practice is a
tedious job. With bombers. slipping over the target to drop the
bombs

it requires complete concentration
for a moment’s digression from the
task at hand may mean the missing of an important drop. Balancing
a heavy camera in the slipstream of

a plane for long hours, is a task
drains

man.

It is monotonous

physically and mentally, his thoughts
should be those of despair. Gene
tried to reawaken the hope he had
held,

but

aching

muscles,

and at times,

he wished

his

that
sick,

he would

never have to read Jeanne’s

mes-

sage.

to run out of the

For a moment the yeoman stood
dazed watching the door through
which Gene had fled. “Well I'll
be,” he muttered,

“that must

have

been some message.” Noting the
telegram on the desk where Gene
dropped it, the yeoman picked it
up. The wonder increased in his
face. “I can’t figure this out,” he
said,

“it doesn’t

can one word,
act like that?”
RK

make

sense.

yes,

make

Ke

ee

How

a man

Later, the Kingfisher roared into
the landing circle at the field. The
pilot cut the speed, and the plane
began to drop until, at last, it was
gliding toward the runway. Gene
felt the jar as the plane touched the
ground, and began to unbuckle his
parachute.
The arrival at
change his mood.
elation now; his
he thought of
gram,

his

the field served to
He felt a sense of
heart quickened as
the awaiting tele-

hopes

had

revived,

and

now he anxiously awaited the moment he would hold it in his hand.
When
the plane reached the
parking apron, he hastened the
work of securing his equipment,
then left it in a scattered heap on
the apron after taking it from the

plane. Gene hurried into operations.
“Hello,
Gene,” — ‘the
greeted him, “there’s a—”

yeoman

OUR

FRONT

COVER

Our cover is a picture of that
great white marble obelisk in Washington, D. C., erected as a national
memorial to our first president. It
was completed in 1884 after being
under construction for thirty-seven
years. It is the highest monument

in,

in the world, being 555 feet high
and 55 square feet at the bottom.

‘The yeoman turned and searched
through a basket for the message.

Elevators inside the monument will
take visitors to the top for a mag“nificent view. of Washington, D. C.

I

know,”

Gene

cut

“Where is the telegram?”

Finding it, he turned and handed

Nearby is the national shrine ded-

it to Gene.

icated to Abraham Lincoln. The
man who rose from the ranks to be

the envelope, unfolded it, and be-

must go through the same sequence

ute to the two

gan

birthdays come in February, George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln.

waiting,

too, for the

and

taking

after time

as the

bombers sweep over the target.
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a

his

tired mind refused to grant
reawakening. His heart was.

turned

office.

plane must never veer from its end-

time

from

that, tired

desk, and

less circling, and the photographer
of watching,

strength

it was natural

way to elation, and suddenly the
austerity of the office was jarred
as Gene let out a loud, “Whoopee!”
Gene dropped the message on the

Gene held it in his hand for a
moment, then feverishly tore open
the flap. He drew the message from

the picture,

the

field, and

“Yes,

in an almost endless stream,

that

Noon had passed, and the sun
was on the wane when the final
bomber slipped over the target. As
the pilot turned the plane toward
the field, Gene sat back to pass
the moments
before the plane
would once more rest on the runway. It was natural that his mind
should return once more to the
telegram waiting for him at the

to read. He

was

transformed,

then, his face began to shine; his
hand

began

smile

formed

to
on

shake.
his

Slowly
face,

President.

This month

the nation pays trib-

presidents

whose

a

giving

RS

A

KS

ee

ee
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IS CHRISTIANITY

There are many religions in the

A FAILURE?

world

but

none

so

complete

as

Christianity.

@ By Joun P. McHucu

The so-called intellectual is the
greatest
of fender
in slandering

What distinguishes Christianity
from paganism? I quote from Leon
Bloy. “To sum it all up in a phrase,
mankind began to suffer in hope,
and this is what we call the Christian era.”
In a world torn asunder by internal conflicts, chafing ideologies,
such a question often arises. ‘There
are those pharasaical creatures, who
argue that Christianity has spent itself. It is through. It has had its
chance. In almost twenty centuries
it has failed to achieve its goal, that
is the brotherhood of man and the
fatherhood of God. Such is the conclusion of practical men, those castiron creatures with a field of vision
restricted to the lettering on a dollar bill.
Speaking

cellor

Hutchins’

statement,

if

I

were to accept it at its face value,
I would therefore conclude that

Christianity is a religion of fear, of.
dread, instead of being the very essence of love. Then
the eight
beatitudes are ridicuously out of
place and contradictory if hell is
the pivotal belief.
How to reconcile this statement

with the Christ we know. ‘The God
so humble in His magnificence,
state,

“Render

unto

Caesar

to
the

things that are Caesar’s, and to
God, the things of God.” Such a
humble founder for such a terrify-

ing faith.

Business

is Business,

all

questions,

in

order

in-

bears out this

belief. Recently he stated that the
fear of hell is the pivotal point and
comerstone of Christianity. Christianity does possess a very real fear

his

in

Nouy,

of men, many

“A large number
of them

in an

intellectuals, behave

approved moral

way, because

they

deem it necessary as long as they

live in society, or because they have
been well trained during their
childhood and have acquired conditioned reflexes. Personally they are
harmless, even though they do not

“Learned people,” du Nouy continued, “who
5E-AzaMBKE i913 ©

Those who

are

fortunate enough

to have been born intelligent, and
who have had the privilege of edu-

is no hope for further Revelation.”

Chancellor Hutchins of the Uni-

du

Such intellectuals, while enjoying
the privileges that go along with
the adjectival expression, are actually but immature children, who
are unaware of the social responsibilities we incur by being born on
this planet.

complaints, entreaties, indignations
and reproaches. When these seven
syllables have been uttered, everything has been answered, and there

versity of Chicago

Lecomte

more.

book, Human Destiny, has capably
described these men.

ual, or rational barriers.”

stantly to muzzle all reproof, anger,

In order to understand whether
or not Christianity has failed, it is
necessary to understand the nature
of Christ. It is my belief that many
people who are the staunchest
critics of Christianity are those who
understand it the least.

the ordinary and wanders off by
himself to confuse himself the

a good elementary training. Most
men need either sentimental, spirit-

Leon Bloy said, “Business is Business, just as God is God, that is
to. say, over and above everything.
Business is the Inexplicable. The
Unprovable. The Uncircumscribed.
The point where it is enough to utter this stock phrase in order to
solve

that

However, they do not realize that
a much larger part of mankind does
not possess the same self control,
and has not had the advantage of

of these practical men

phrase

the burden

civilization presents, but instead of
shouldering his responsibilities, he
assumes an attitude of being above

believe in absolute good and evil.

who answer all questions with the
stock

Christianity. Whereas he should be
willing to accept

say Christianity has

failed are those who make statements unfounded, concerning its essence. The greatest error these people fall into is that they attempt
to accept Christianity as merely a
philosophy of life or as an economic
guidepost. Those who are going to
accept Christianity in its entirety
must accept its Founder.

cation and instruction,

should

real-

ize that a great responsibility rests

on their shoulders. If they have not
succeeded in convincing themselves
that

there

is a God,

and

that the

highest human values are moral and
spiritual, let them ponder the question and ask themselves honestly

whether

their negative

conviction

is of a scientific or sentimental na-

ture. Whatever their answer to this

In accepting Christianity in this
light they cannot say that it has
failed, for to say that is to presume

question, let them further ask themselves by what they are going to
replace the ancient and time-tested

presuming a very true and substan-

the end of the world. For the end

standards of humanity . . . the re-

tiating belief of Christ. From Chan-

of Christianity is eternity.

of hell,

but

February, 1948

this

fear

of

hell

is

(Continued on: Page 18)
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AN

INTERVIEW

STC:

London, England, 1833
@

By Franx D. Kinc

@ ILLUSTRATION BY THE WRITER

Today I had the privilege of an
exclusive interview with Samuel
‘Taylor Coleridge at Highgate where
he is under the care of his physician. I was very surprised at Mr.
Coleridge’s physical appearance. I
had thought him to be a tall, fierce,
impressive man. Quite the contrary,
though. Mr. Coleridge is very short,
not discernible when he is standing alone, due to his erect bearing,

and the only thing impressive about
him is his magnificent blue eyes.

They have the quality of both sad-

ness and alertness. As he looks at
you, you

cannot

decide

whether

to

sit back in your chair and be melancholy or sit on the very edge of
your chair in order to jump up and
say “Bravo” when he makes an emphatic statement. As this man is
considered one of the greatest conversationalists of his time, I decided
beforehand to let him tell his own
story and to interrupt only when he
deviated from his autobiography.

of four
the age
Crusoe
time. I
CsGs0G

I was literally in school. By
of six I had read Robinson
and other stories of that
still remember the way old
=...

FDK: Pardon me for interrupting, sir, but was your boyhood very

happy?
STC: Good Lord, no! I thought
it was at the time because I was

so

smug

and

self-satisfied.

You

see, I was spoiled by my brothers
and sisters and became somewhat of
a “mama’s boy.” I was a tattler and
a sissy. I am really embarrassed now
as I look back on it. I must have
been a despicable little brat. After
my parents died, I was sent to
Christ’s Hospital here in London
to study and I soon realized how
childish I was. The rest of the students would have nothing to do
with me. The only friend I had

Here is the interview as I have re-

“pg Ss

corded it:

most

Well,

sir,

important

was my birth, in
shire, England.
FDK:

I

event
1772,

believe

the

in

life

my

in

Devon-

Chuckle, chuckle.

STC: I was one of thirteen children and therefore had the advant-

age of an early start in education.
As

my

brothers

read and
reason

Page 6

and

sisters

write, they could

why

I couldn’t.

At

could

see no
the age

I soon tired of that,

Sara.)

After that I tried writing, in

a slip-shod way, I suppose, and I
had no real success until I met Willam Wordsworth. What a fine fellow! He is an example and an in-

spiration. If only more people could
have the benefits of his acquaintance. It was while I was with him
that the idea of The Old Navigator
was originated.
FDK: Oh, yes. You refer to the
Rime. of the Ancient Mariner.

Would you mind telling me about
that?
STC: Not at all, old boy. There
really isn’t much.to tell. It was all
based on a dream I had of an acquaintance of mine. Will, I mean
Mr. Wordsworth, suggested most of
the plot and supplied a few lines.
All I did was to continue the
thought and now the Old Navigator
exists.
FDK: I think it is very considerate and modest of you to give Mr.
Wordsworth most of the credit
when you did all the work.

FDK: Mr. Coleridge, my editor,
Brother Price, gave me a list of
questions to ask you but I would
rather hear your story as it is in
your mind. Would you start with
the first important event in your
life and continue narrating the
after events to the present day?
STC:

Well,

and I ran away to enlist in the Dragoons. A few months of that was
plenty, so I resigned. You didn’t
have to wait to accumulate points
for discharge in those days. If you
didn’t like it, you just quit. After I
came back I met and married Sara
Fricker, God bless her! (Note: I
noticed a little more emphasis and
vehemence here than was necessary.
Perhaps STC is not too happy with

STC: Tut, tut, dear
embarrass me.

fellow,

you

FDK: I’m sorry; suppose we continue. What did you do after that?
STC: Let. me see. Oh, yes. I
went to Germany and became involved, as I see it now, in some
there was Charles Lamb. I hope
that some day I will be able to repay Charlie for favors he did for
me there. Why, I remember one
time,

when

I stayed

out

too

late,

how Charlie...
FDK:

Yes, sir, I heard about that.

Very thoughtful of him, too. What
happened

after that?

foolish philosophy. I hardly remember what it was all about. After
that I became accursed with this
wretched ill health and I have been
right here since 1816. I’m sorry it

isn’t much of a story but that is all
there is to it.
FDK:

On

the

contrary,

sir,

think it is an interesting story. But
(Continued on Page 18)
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WINTER—-YOU

CAN

HAVE

IT

capable Gretchen pulled the chat-

‘hat is what Percy said
@ By IsaseL KLopr

Old Man Winter has paid more
than just a transitory visit to town
this frigid and icy winter. In fact,
he has really unpacked his bag as
though he intends to inflict his
chilly personage upon his uncom-

fortable

host

for a couple

more

months. But there is one individual
in town who is reveling in this cold
atmosphere, and that is the person
of Gretchen I. Sickel. From the
first time Old Man Winter pushed
the mercury well below freezing and
kept it there, she has been inef- fably happy. But her joy was complete when a six-inch blanket of
snow covered the ground. Now at
last for the first winter in many
years she could go ice skating, skiall

those

things she had been unable

to do

ing,

and

sledding,

do

during the past mild winters. Ah,

could life be any more complete for

the robust

Gretchen!

No,

it could

not, unless she could persuade her
sweetheart, Percy Koldblud, to accompany her on her outdoor excursions. "Way back in her mind she
had some doubt about his enthusiasm over such sport, for even in
his

mid-summer

lean,

lanky

frame

seemed to shiver.
After he had listened to four
persuasion,
strenuous
of
hours
Percy, though he had strong forebodings of mishap, gave feebly in
to his stolid Gretchen; for after all
he did love her, didn’t he? So the

Percy
out and
the sled
beating

began to shiver on the way
by the time he was pulling
up the hill, his teeth were
a steady rhythmic staccato.

Gretchen,

meanwhile,

was as warm

as toast as she climbed the hill beside her sweetheart and was thrilled
that at last she was in the “wonderful snow.” Anyhow she was sure
this would be just the thing for
Percy—it would make a man out of
him. With an air of desperate
resignation, Percy distributed his
lanky body as well as he could upon
the sled and gritted his chattering
teeth as Gretchen’s many pounds
came down behind him. Gretchen
gave a big push with her feet and
off they went down the hill. Percy’s
eyes opened wide with fright and
then closed tight with horror for
the swift descent ended in a big

snow drift.

Gretchen on top of all fared
easy, but not so Percy. As Gretchen
looked down for him she found that
he plus the sled were entirely enveloped in the snow drift. Quickly
she started digging for the wreckage and finally she found a stray
foot and pulled the frozen Percy

out of the snow. But he still had
quite a bit of the white stuff with
him for it was down his sleeves, in
his gloves, down his neck, and up
his trouser legs. It was evident

Percy was done for the night. The

tering, chilled and red Percy on the
sled over to the car and drove him
back to town and sweet warmth.
It took several days for a complete recovery, but after that Percy
was his own lean, lanky self again.
Gretchen longed to go ice skating
and used all her stolid wiles on
the long-suffering Percy. She told
him that after all skating is entirely
different from sledding, and there
were no drifts out on the lagoon.
So after a week of constant persuasion Percy agreed to the suggestion of his sweetheart, for, when all
is said

and

done,

he

did love

her,

didn’t he?
Finally one bitter cold winter
afternoon they set out for the lagoon, Percy more heavily armed
than ever against the winter blasts.
But somehow it did no good, for by
the time they had reached the lagoon, he was shivering from stem to

stern.

Alas,

alack,

poor

Percy!

Gretchen said that it was all in his

mind and that he should hurry and
put on his skates. Putting on the

skates was quite a job for the poor

boy for it is rather difficult to manipulate shoe strings while wearing
three pairs of gloves. His skates
finally on, he shakily got to his

feet and cautiously eased his way

over

the

ice,

his

ankles

from side to side. The
chattering of his teeth
him and before he knew
flat on his back. It took
of courage to start once
for the sake of Gretchen,
gled to his feet again. For
utes all went fairly well

wobbling

constant
distracted
it he was
“oodles”
more but
he strugten minfor Gret-

(Continued on Page 17)

next night they set out in Percy’s
‘flivver’ for the big hill outside of
town for an “evening of heavenly
sledding,” to phrase the words of
Gretchen. Perhaps it would be best
not to phrase the mental words of
Percy. His thin frame even bulged
slightly, if possible, for he had on
long red “flannels,” a wool shirt,
four sweaters,

three

pairs

two pairs of trousers,

of socks,

and

winter coat, not to mention

a heavy
a wool

stocking cap, a muffler, two pairs
of gloves, and goggles.

February, 1948
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PEDRO
Humorous
@

COMES

THROUGH

That phone call was for you by the
way. Did you know you left your
bags in the Union Station? Just how
do you propose to get them?”

but not sarcastic

“Ah, si, senor Mik, I remained
them there for now, because I did

By Patricia SHRODER

@ ILLUSTRATION BY ROSEMARY BusIc

The lights were on over all the
campus at good old U. of D., on
Friday night, September 21, as
Pedro Galiz climbed the driveway

towards St. Mary’s Hall.
He was a small figure, trudging
through the dark, half bent in

thought, mumbling to himself about

the picture before him!
“Ere

I have come

through

two

thousand miles, from sunny Puerto

Rico, from my romantic Lissa, from
my madre and my padre. . . to this

“Hi,

yourself,

el so-and-so,

what

goes with you at this time of night?
What service can I do you?”
Pedro beamed. ‘To himself he
thought, ‘Ere I ’ave found a truly
norte

Americano,

one

fine

fellow.

Much help he can do me.’
“I ’ave just come from Puerto
Rico this night, and I am late for
registration, and I have to pay five
pesos, and I ’ave no place to stay
the night, and...

are too good to
You know I had
in Alumni Hall
surely not so pewill have to “put

and

said,

“Pedro,

you

are so

some other bait. I have work to do.”
Pedro

down

will not let me enter upon such a

scurried

the

from

Arcade

the

Office,

through

double doors, and met

late date.”

the

for the first

time the dining hall of the campus
students. ‘The long linen tables reminded him that he had not eaten

Up the driveway, and through the
door of St. Mary’s Hall walked Ped-

for

Once inside, the students from

the night classes brushed past him
for their eight-thirty classes, leaving
him stranded in> a semi-darkened
stood before many,

many closed, darkened doorways.
Every office was bolted and locked
for the night. The only victim apparently available was the telephone
operator, one Mike Michael from

“Ah, Mik, you
me to do this.
heard the rooms
were small, but
quena that they
me up”.

= -

funny, but go shower your jokes on

tration, but even I have to pay five
pesos besides. Maybe, I hope, they

Pedro

Just make yourself at home.”

pain,

me to travel the world for my education. Not only am I late for regis-

hallway.

“Okay, Pedro, hike yourself over
to the Hall, and ask the night clerk
to put you up in my room for the
night. I’ll be over about ten-thirty.

Mike gritted his teeth, sighed in

cold desolate little place. Ay, where
was my mind when they convinced

ro.

not know what else to do with
them tonite. Perhaps tomorrow I
will be able to pick them up. But
for now I must have a place to
sleep. All the offices are closed, and
I have no reservation.”

some

time,

so

he_

through

the

doors,

kitchen.

Not

a soul was

since

he

couldn’t

food,

he marched

hurried

and
ask

into

the

about,

anyone

over

so

for

to the long

white refrigerators, and helped himself. Out came cold turkey, sliced
“Hey,

wait

a minute

fella,

one

sentence at a time . . . are you in

tomatoes,

head

and

sliced

pineapple

. . .” Ah, what a

lettuce,

place,

they have pineapple,

more

pine-

New

trouble? Wait until I answer this
call.” Mike picked up the receiver. . .

apple and some to spare,” he whispered.

Pedro walked into the Information Office, desperately in hopes of
obtaining some valuable help.

A little fellow from Puerto Rico
. . . forgot his bags . . . left his hat

before

“Buenos noches, senor, me llamo
Pedro. Come se llama usted?”

later. Someone will pick them
tomorrow. Thank you.”

Alumni

Hall and

Brooklyn,

York.

Mike

turned

from

the

switch-

board startled, to see a_half-pint
little man, dark-complexioned with
huge brown eyes standing counter
high beside him.
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. . well, leave them all there until

up

Just as he piled a huge sandwich
him,

pineapple,

can

of

the Sister in charge

and

eyed beside him. Laughing to him-

half

a

of

the Cafeteria walked in.
“And what,

He turned to Pedro standing big-

a

may

I ask, are you

doing in the kitchen at nine o’clock,
when it is a standing rule of the

my

University that no one is to be fed

name’s Mike Michael, from Brooklyn, and I board over in the Hall.

after the six o’clock meal,” she asked.

self

he

said,

“Now,

Pedro,

The Exponent

I am a
where
I come
toward

sincere man from
the palm tree grows;
from everywhere, and
everywhere I go.”
“Just what is the meaning of
this mystery, this note, and your
capades around the campus in
middle of the night?” asked
Brother.

Pedro’s eyes grew big as half dollars, he choked on his turkey, and
chanced

to spurt out, “Ah,

Pedro

Galiz, and

buenos

My name is

noches, senorita sister.

I have

just come

from Puerto Rico this night without such food. Being hungry I
thought I could obtain a bit in here,
and

since there was no one to ask,

I helped myself.”

“Qh, oh, more troubles for Pedro,

more explaining to be done, and less
friends gained,” returned Pedro,
meant for himself.

Sister half smiled, but said, “Well,

since you did not know, finish the
bite, and leave quickly.”

Once again he explained in flourishing words of his trip, his misfor-

Pedro then finished his sandwich,

and hurried from the kitchen. Leaving St. Mary’s Hall, he walked hurriedly down the walkway past the
power house toward Alumni Hall.
Upon entering the side door, he
could hear the voices of some of the
fellows down in the game room, and
the music of a radio in a nearby
room,

but

there was

not a soul

tunes, and his abilities for very ably
caring for himself. After he had explained just how Mike had told him
to come to his room, the Brother
was a little more lenient, but when

he left the room, he told the Night
Clerk that here was to be a problem
boarder. “He’s so naive, you have

in

to be afraid of him,”

sight. Inside the Night Clerk’s Office, no one was posted. Seeing this,

is Pedro

Galiz, and

I

have just come this night from Puerto Rico. My bags are in the Union
Station of the Railway Express, and
I am late for registration, and now
I have to pay five pesos. I was
hungry and so I ate in the kitchen
of the dining hall, and I was sleepy
and so I am taking Senor Mike’s
room.

Buenos noches, senors.’

With this, he glanced at the rostrum, located Mike’s room, and hop-

ped up the stairs to bed.
About a half-hour later, the Night
Clerk returned, found the note, and

could not understand the message.
He called the Brother in charge of
the Hall, who also knew nothing of
the Puerto Rican, and together they
climbed the stairs to Mike Fletcher’s room. Mike Fletcher had never
heard

of

the

fellow,

and

then

all

three were puzzled. Suddenly it
occured to the Brother that perhaps
the intruder had meant Mike Michael’s room. So the three of them

retreated one floor, and entered the
room of Mike Michael. There, to

their surprise lay the little man, on
the top bunk, his arms behind his

head, his feet propped against the
wall, singing at the top of his voice:
February, 1948

said.

after that, Pedro arose at six o’clock.

paper and pencil, and wrote:
name

Brother

The following morning, and the
morning after that, and the morning

Pedro walked over to the desk, took
‘My

all
esthe
the

Each morning in turn he would
awaken the entire floor with his
singing, his banging things around,
and his metal heels clicking on the
floor. He had the bad habit of doing the rhumba down the terrazza
floor,

so

that

even

the

termites

heard him, if there were any.
As for classes, he didn’t have any.
Not for the first week at any rate.
For on the day following his arrival,
Pedro walked into the Office of his
respective Dean.
“Buenos

dias,

Father,”

he

said.

“No doubt you have heard of me
. . . as everyone has by this morning. I am Pedro Galiz, the one who
caused the rumpus last noche with
my late arrival. I am sorry if I disrupted all plans, and now I ‘ave
come to pay my five pesos, and obtain my program for classes.”
Father then explained to him
that because he was late in register-

ing, it would take several days to ar-

range a schedule according to time,
and position of the already filled
classes, and that Pedro would simply
have to miss a few more classes.

With this Pedro was lost. There
was nothing for him to do during

the long day, and at night the oth-

ers were studying, and he didn’t
have anything to study. So, Pedro
decided to go to class regardless.
This didn’t go so well, as he was
asked to leave an Economic History
class, because he started a heated
argument over the Crisis of 1819,

and he voluntarily walked out of
Psychology of Adjustment Class because the Professor refused to agree
with him in that all men were somewhat maladjusted.
With

decided

his

failure

in

this,

Pedro

to wait for another class

period until his own classes were
assigned. Next he decided to attend
the Rifle Range, and try his skill on
the firing line.
The Colonel gave him permission

to fire, after he had attended several

times. Pedro stepped to position,
fired three wild shots, and every
man on the range rebelled! Either
Pedro got out, or they were going
to leave. Pedro got out.

Things looked bad for the Puerto

Rican’s first week at U. of D. Everything had gone wrong, and everything he attempted seemed a failure. Pedro weighed the situation

carefully, and decided

perhaps

he

ought to leave the University. After
all he hadn’t wanted to come so far
from home in the first place, and
now that he was here, nothing went
right for him.
“T’ll_ pack my bags, and return
home to my madre and padre, to
romantic Lissa, down where there
is sunshine, and where I can dance

the Rhumba at any hour of the day
or night without mi amigos interferring.”

On Friday morning, one week aft-

er Pedro had arrived, his fleeting
figure could be seen staggering down
the walkway toward town. After

him ran two brothers, three students from the Hall, and the Presi-

dent of the University. Pedro could
not leave U. of D. He was an honored student. After all his father
had donated quite a sum of money
to the University, and Pedro must
remain to enjoy the benefits gained
Pedro
by his Father’s donation.
wasn’t a’ bad student. Perhaps he
was somewhat naive, but surely he

would overcome that if he remained
a student at U. of D.
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ABRAHAM

LINCOLN

SAID IT

I do the very best I know how: the very
doing so until the end. If the end b rings best I can; and I mean to keep
me out all right, what is said
against me won’t amount to anything. If
the end brings me out wrong, ten
angels swearing I was right would make no
difference.
@By Berry Hopapp

Abraham Lincoln, sixteenth president of the United States, was born
in a frontier cabin on Nolin creek,

Kentucky. His
Quakers. His parents
portunity to acquire
but desired for their

ancestors were
had little Opan education,
son opportuni-

ties which they had lacked.
When

family

Lincoln

moved

Indiana,

where

was

seven,

the

to Spencer County,
his

mother

died.

The following year, his father was
married again, and the stepmother
took an affectionate interest in the
boy’s life and encouraged him to
study.

For ten years, he took up a variety of humble employments. His
family moved
again to Macon

County,

Illinois,

in

1830,

and

he

helped his father to clear the farm,
there laying the foundation for the
nickname, “the railsplitter.”
In
New

1931, upon a second trip to
Orleans, his sensitive nature

was outraged by witnessing the sale
and maltreatment of Negroes,
Up to this time, he had received
less than one year of regular schooling. He loved to read. While devoting himself to the study of law, he
acted as clerk, grocer, surveyor and
postmaster at New Salem. In 1832,
he enlisted in the Black Hawk War,
was promted to captain and served
for three months.
He was admitted to the bar, self-

educated,

in 1837, and

began

prac-

ticing at Springfield. He was married in 1842 and began an active

career in politics. In 1846, he was
elected to the House of Representatives. He served but one term

and

did

not win

particular

distinc-

tion, but voted consistently against

the

slavery

Page 10

party.

In

1854

he

de

voted himself in earnest against the
extension of slavery. In that year
he met Douglas in a debate before
the Illinois Legislature over the

Kansas-Nebraska

bill, and won

such

fame by his remarkable logic and
forceful expression that he was
made the anti-Nebraskan candidate
for senator. He was defeated by
Lyman Trumbull.
In 1856 he was a candidate for
vice president but was defeated.
‘Two years later occurred the famous series of debates in which he
attracted the attention of the whole
country. In what is generally taken
as the most notable speech of Abraham Lincoln before he became

President of the United

States, his

opening sentence ran, “If we could

first know where we are, and whither

we are tending, we could better
judge what to do, and how to do it.”

In his December, 1862, message
to the Congress he wrote, “The
dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present.
The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise with the

occasion. As our case is new, so we

must think anew and act anew.”

What would Lincoln do today?
We can be free to make our guesses
on what Lincoln would do today

if he sat as a counselor of the
United Nations. We may speculate
and surmise that Lincoln would
stress the quality of patience, under
all shifts of events and changes of

circumstance,

patience, and

the ut-

most possible respect for the traditions and opinions of opponents.
As a lawyer he won a name for
fighting clean. He carried into politics his courtroom habit of trying
to understand an opponent, if possible, somewhat as that opponent
understood himself.
Lincoln was nominated for president upon a_ vigorous anti-slavery
platform. The political campaign
which followed was one of the most
momentous events of history. His
victory was an easy one, though he
failed to win a majority of votes.
His election was the signal for

the secession of South Carolina
from the Union. This action had

long

been

contemplated

provided

the demands of the slavery faction

were

not

heeded.

It was

taken

in

December and soon followed by the

secession of four more states.

Lincoln
4, 1861.

was

inaugurated

In a memorial

March

address

he

urged the people of all sections to
unite in upholding the Union. His
efforts to avert a Civil War were
in vain. On April 14, 1861, the war
began with the bombardment of
Fort Sumter.
Throughout
which

the

followed,

long

Lincoln

struggle
continued

to display the same firmness, sagacity and generosity which he had
disclosed in his previous career and
it was largely due to his persistent
efforts at recruiting that the Union
armies were finally able to put down
secession.
The battle of Gettysburg was
fought in July 1863. The following

November,

the battlefield was dedi-

cated as a national cemetery. Lincoln’s brief speech on that occasion
will ever remain one of the greatest. It was so quietly uttered, so

brief, that most of those who heard

it did not realize their privilege.
The

most

important

political

event of the whole struggle was the
(Continued on Page 17)
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Last Chapter—Emie Pyle

Published by Holt, 1946
Modesty,

tiousness

are

honesty and unpreten-

the

marks

of Last

Chapter as they were of the author’s previous records of the great
struggle. It is not Ernie Pyle’s story
of the war. It is the story as seen
through the eyes of the individual
who fights the war and to whom it

is hardly ever bigger than a hundred

yards on each side of him. Despite
a few instances of profanity, Last

Chapter is recommended

as a

fit-

ting completion of that permanent
record.

St. Thomas Aquinas—Gerald Vann,
O.P., Publisher

Benziger, 1947
Father Vann’s style is a_ little
heavy in places and his paragraphs
often run to two or three pages.
This will naturally prevent his book
from becoming a best seller, but

one who reads it carefully will be
amply rewarded. This book about
the life and principles of St. Thomas

can help us in settling our presentday problems. There is only one

minor criticism of the book. The
author should have revised his last

chapter to fit in with present condi-

tions. For example, when

he wrote,

before the outbreak of the Second
World

War,

Nazism

was

at

its

zenith in Germany, but today it is
defunct and discredited. In this
book Father Vann was well aware,

eight years ago, of the evils of Communism, but he did not realize, as

few of us could

at that time,

how

quickly it was to spread throughout
the world and to face the Catholic
Church

of which

St. Thomas

was

the outstanding exponent, with the

gravest menace in her centuries old
history.

The Autobiography of the Blessed

Virgin—Father Peter Resch, S.M.

Bruce Publishing Co, 1946
Father Peter A. Resch, a provin-

cial of the Society of Mary, has
compiled in handy form a running
February, 1948

commentary by the Blessed Virgin
herself on her whole life. Father
Resch has taken the words of Scripture and the Church attributed to
the Blessed Virgin and has written
what might be called “Our Lady’s
Diary.” As it took shape, Father
Resch compared his findings with
their sources in the Bible. Suddenly
the force of the inspired accommodation of the Church dawned on
him. He realized he had a “discovery” which deserved to be shared
by as many others as he could reach.
This book is his discovery.
Hunter of Souls—Reyv. Fr. Edmund,

ion;

M. H. Gill & Son, Ltd., 1946
This is the story and an idea. The

man

was

Paul

of

the

Cross;

his

idea was to preach Christ crucified
to the very worldy world of the
eighteenth century, a world which
had deliberately turned away from
the austere sacrifice demanded by
the Gospel of the Cross. This virtually unknown man from a remote
Northern Village became a famous
missionary preacher, whose name

was a household word in Central
Italy. Although he loved retirement,

he became the confidant of Popes.

Gifted with rare tenacity of pur-

pose, he faced and

conquered

ob-

stacles that threatened to wreck the
work to which he had dedicated his

life. Missionary, mystic, director of
souls, founder of the Passionist Con-

gregation, he was above all a man,

a warm intensely human character,
a great apostle, a truly great saint.

This thoroughly - documented study

presents in an objective, restrained,

but eminently readable style, the
fascinating story of an outstanding
spiritual personality.
His Will Is
Vann, O.P.

Our

Peace—Gerald

Sheed & Ward, 1947
This book is a charming incisive
commentary on the words of Dante:

“e la sua volontate e’ nostra pace.”

Although the war is over, there is
no peace on earth. Why? Because
peace can come only when men
keep their wills in calm, humble

and joyful union with God’s will.
‘The peace that is God’s gift is the

peace of the Crucified, depending
on and coming from the Cross. If
you desire the peace that God alone
can give, live at all times in His
Presence; make creatures a help to
God and not a hindrance; realize
that God’s plan is a loving plan,
even though things are very black;
live a life of continual prayer, telling God that you want to do what
He

wants;

be

faithful

in

small

things that you may merit God’s
welcome: “Enter thou into the joy

of the Lord.”

My only word of advice today is

this: begin moulding a good reading conscience as soon as possible

by reading a few of the scriptural
books presented here. After that I
think it will be easier to pass over
some of these contemporary novels
that deal mostly with bilge.
RT ee

A FABLE ABOUT
DANDELIONS
Centuries ago, when Zeus was
playing tricks on Hera, his eversuspicious—and not without cause
—wife, she vowed to have revenge,
her own husband though he was.
During the Trojan War, Hera had
tricked him and on discovering the

deceit he was fairly well determined

to give her a sound thrashing on
the spot. And he told her so but
sent her back to Olympus. Vexed
and humiliated she hurried away.
She would avenge the insult. Back

among

the Olympians

she sulked,

eating little ambrosia, drinking no
nectar, and speaking to no one.

When

at last she

found

herself

alone she began to weep and made
no effort to check the crystal clear
tears as they fell. Fortunately, too
—for her. As they trickled off her
beautiful white cheeks they struck
the glowing forge of Hephaestus,
the God of Fire and the celestial

workman of Olympus. He was at the

time making Europa’s basket—the
very one she was carrying when
Zeus appeared to her as a bright

chestnut-colored bull and bore her
away. The constant sputter of the
tears as they danced crazily off his
(Continued on Page 17)
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“‘THE WORD

THIS MONTH
February is a month crowded with activities and
occasions of all sorts. ‘his year we meet the holy season
of Lent much earlier than we usually do. So aside from
the lighter occasions of the two birthdays of our great
presidents we find that this month we must hold
ourselves within the bounds of the stricter season of
Lent.
When we were younger we thought of this season
as the season when candy disappeared from the dishes
on the table and cookies were absent from their usual
place in that favorite cookie jar. We absented ourselves from the theater and the many joyous occasions
for parties. We thought and dreamed anxiously for

the time when once again we would find new joy in
all the pleasures

the flowers would

of unrestricted

bloom

seasons,

and warm

when

breezes

soon

would

greet us.

Now that we are older and more mature we can
understand how much more important it is to do than
to not do. It is far more important to go to mass more
regularly than to stop going to an occasional movie. It
gratifies Our Lord far more for us to receive Him in
the Holy Sacrament more often than to give up eating
candy for several weeks. ‘To engage ourselves with the
stations frequently during the holy season of lent is
more beneficial to our immortal souls than to cut out
our favorite recreation.
Of course it is valuable to us and to our souls to
give up things we especially like because it disciplines
our minds and our spirits. If we can do both we will

find that when

the season of penance

is over and

we greet the season of joy we will find our happiness
increased many times more than it was.
Our faculty advisers will do their part to provide

the occasions for increases in grace and it will only be
for us to take advantage of them to take on the spinit
of Lent with

a more

earnest desire than we

did in

WAS

F'ItzPaTRICK

GOD

.

.”

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was

with

God;

and

the

Word

was

God

..

.” This

month we celebrate Catholic Press Month and it gives
us the occasion to get acquainted with many of the
pieces of Catholic literature which are ready for our use.
With the Pope’s encylical on the necessity of our
Catholic Liturgy we have a fine beginning with which
we can more easily understand the deepness of our
sacred literature.
Our Catholic Press of this day is one of the most

influential forces alive to keep up the fight against the
ungodliness of a purely secular world. ‘Today our Catholic authors are filling their volumes with precise and
logical arguments against the errors of a misguided
public. The Catholic Press has made such progress in
recent years that its influence has become widespread.
The truth once unveiled from a cloak of misstatement
is one of the most terrific forces the Christian mind
can muster.

Our Catholic Press is bulwark against
of Communistic propaganda which is using
of power it can gather together for use.
is no longer of secondary importance for
the mouthpiece of not only the Catholic

the whole Christian body which

the falsity
every bit
Our Press
it now is
body but

earnestly seeks the

truth in matters in which truth is important.

For the students of this University the occasion
for usage of Catholic literature is constantly before us.
Our faculty has established stations throughout the
buildings where publications of the Catholic Press are

within easy reach. We students of the University can
boast not only of one of the finest and most complete
libraries among colleges but it can also boast of the distinctive Marian library dedicated to the Blessed Virgin

Mary. This auxiliary library is housed in our spacious
Victor Emmanuel Library.
The Religion

Department

has made available to

us free of charge many of the most valuable periodicals

past years.
—SAMUEL K. DeEHarr.
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of our Catholic Press. Besides this special service the
The Exponent

However

department is busily engaged in editing Catholic publications for reprint so that we will find it more convenient to use these truthful organs in our daily lives.
It is for us the students to fill our minds with the
truthful word so that when the time comes for us

to take our sightful places in the formation

not spent entirely in the pursuit of self-discipline for
we have records of a very different Washington when

the occasion presented itself. He was a tall gangling

boy at sixteen, one who was the butt of many a teen
age joke. We find him at this age consulting the Rules
of Civility, a popular guide to good manners; carefully

of na-

tional policy we will not falter because of erroneous
beliefs and misinterpretations which a purely secular
literature may leave us open to.
We should not let the opportunity which is presented to us at this University go by unheeded because
we will some day be made to account for our ignorance. Let us instead heed the truth which is waiting
for us between the covers of every Catholic publication. Let us fill our minds with pure and unadulterated
Catholic literature so we can live with a free conscience
‘n the Brotherhood of Nations under the leadership of
God.
coke
ok

WASHINGTON

—

YOUNG

noting

latter

OR OLD?

picture is attributed

to

his

churchman,

many

biographers and the many ambitious artists that painted
him as the stalwart man, forty or better. Have you ever
thought of what he might have done when he -was
your age?
His

character

came

from

from

environment,

the

well-mannered

gentleman

doesn’t

politician,

engineer, business

man,

realtor

or the gentleman traveler; these are things that come
—Samuet K. DreHarr.
naturally to a great man.
*
*
*
TALENT
If you are a person gifted
With a talent all your own,
Share it with other people
Don’t save it for you alone.
The world is in need of diversion
And if you give them something new,
The cares that you will make lighter
Will mean a lot, to even you.
Your talent may not be the greatest
It may not even come close to great,
But in this troubled world of ours
It’s something we will all appreciate.
—J. H. Hicers.

a

philosophy of life that imbibed at an impressionable
age the self-discipline that made him the poised and
serene man of this country. This self-discipline came

only in small part from his family which was gentle

but undistinguished. It came from the most part from
his own will. He apprehended the great truth that
man can be free only through mastery of himself.
Instead of letting his passions spend themselves, he
restrained them. Instead of indulging himself in a life

of pleasure, for which he had ample means

that

scratch himself at the table, he does not pick his teeth
at the table, and he does not crack his fleas in public.
In school he was interested primarily in mathematics, progressing to such a degree that his schoolmaster could no longer cope with him. He was so
excellent in matters of mathematics that he was apprenticed to be a surveyor with Lord Fairfax, a position
many young surveyors aspired to. In this position he
not only acquired much knowledge of engineering but
he accumulated a vast knowledge of the frontiers.
Washington at this age liked to make an impression by fine new clothes, and by riding unruly
horses in front of young impressionable ladies. He
loved gunning, hunting, horse racing and all the sporting events which were popular at that time. He bet
small sums at cards, and larger sums on the ponies,
and he was a good loser.
It isn’t necessary to popularize Washington as a

Most of the general public never think of George
Washington as a young man of adolescent age or of the
age of their growing children. He is often thought of
as the small child clutching a hatchet beside a fallen
cherry tree or as the great man that led our nation
to independence or as the grand old man that became
our first President.

This

was

his life from sixteen to manhood

at the

age of twenty, he placed duty first.

vor’y bi

and to produce two
where there was but one
DY
DS
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WOMEN’S

DOTH

THE BALLET CHARM THEE?
The house lights go up, the curta
in closes on
Madame Dubois’s twenty-first court
sy, and Mr. FirstNighter goes out to get into his taxi.
Instead of joining
him at one of those smart little supp
er clubs uptown,
let’s stay and see what the rest of
the crowd has to
say about the Madame and all petite
mademoiselles of

the Ballet Rustie Carlo.

Through the muted shadows and the
twining tobacco smoke in the lobby, come the gener
al comments
of the rest of the audience. “Such grace!”
“Her poise!”
“Never in one person have I seen such
matchless
beauty, smooth precision, and artistic
performance.”
“She’s got legs like the ones on your gran
dmother’s
prize Victorian table.”

This was a sane little story up to this point,
but

that last remark was not exactly the type
that fits in
with opening night remarks about the perfo
rmance of
one of the ballet’s greatest artists. Well, I
made that

remark. And I repeat it. Not only are her legs like
those

Victorian table legs, but her face is just
like its top—
marbleized.

Not that I want to appear too unappreciative
of
the art of the ballet, but that is distinctly the
impression that my first contact with the art gave
me. Why
would anyone want to spend a lifetime leapin
g across
the stage boards like a cross between a Mexic
an jumping bean and a mattress coil? It seems like
a disgrace
to the boards of the theater,
Just take a look
famous masterpieces.
the curtain opens to
to represent a deer.
on his stomach on a

at one scene of one of the more
In “The After-noon of a Fawn”
disclose a man dressed, I suppose,
For the first five minutes, he lies
platform with his legs at an angle

EDITOR . . Mary

F RANCES

CAVANAUGH

Speaking of men in ballet, I think the only reason
they are there is to hold up the prima ballerina
when
she completes a twirl. They act as if they just wande
red
in from the fields and were conscripted.

As I sat in the audience, I wondered what kind
of
people came to see such a performance. I came
to
the conclusion that there were two main types;
those
who knew and those that didn’t know anything
about
ballets. Those that didn’t know included the
curious—
me—and the greatest majority, the ones who
wanted
to talk about having been there. Those that knew
included mostly aspiring artists gazing and “ahing”
at ac-

cepted artists, and

the critics. Here and

there, I must

admit, I could see one or two really and sincerely
absorbed by the action on the other side of the footli
ghts.
Is ballet really appealing to some people? It certainly doesn’t have the charm and attraction that
music,
painting, drama or literature has. I realize ’m
on the
_ outside looking in on a life that seems a little
ridiculous to me. But what do you have to be, or
do, to be
able to sit there and understand the stuff withou
t hay-

ing rigor mortis

set in?

I guess the writer of “Dance, Ballerina, Dance”
knew what he was talking about when he bewails a

love lost to a career, for it seems to be a lifetime job.
Someone told me that a ballerina must have perfect
control of every muscle. Well, so does an acrobat or
a

sword-swallower, but it doesn’t cost four dollars to
see

them, you don’t have to analyze their every movement,
and they don’t rate a column on the critic’s page.
—GraAcE

LUTHER.

that would say five after two on a clock. What, may
I

ask, is the emotion, the beauty, that one is suppo
sed
to be inspired by from this demonstration? Of course
,
later on we can see the man is really taking
on the

air of the capricious fawn, as he flits from one member
of the chorus to another, playfully pinching their

cheeks. What a fawn! What an afternoon!
Page 14
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SWIM

FOR

FUN,

HEALTH,

AND

SAFETY

Hey, let’s get the gang together and go swimming.
The word “swimming” is not used literally for the

majority of people do not actually swim. They sit
around and absorb the sun (this is all right, too) and
jump in occasionally to cool off. Those that stay in
the water for any length of time usually spend their
time standing around in the shallow end. Some don’t

even get their faces wet unless splashed by somebody

else.

Swimming is fun. Most people don’t realize what
they’re missing when they can’t swim. It is one of the
best means of recreations there is because there is al-

ways room for improvement. There are few excellent

swimmers. The perfection which can be attained in
swimming (relaxation, coordination, breath control,
etc.) is not often achieved.
Worried about your figure?—too thin—too fat.
Well, swimming produces that happy medium. It is

one of the best sports for the body because it affects

all the muscles. Swimming stretches your muscles rather
than thickens them. So, for the streamlined effect, try
swimming.

Along with swimming comes diving, which can

be very thrilling and always fun even if it is just a plain
front dive.

You're never too old to swim. This is slightly exaggerated but swimming can be done to a ripe old age
depending, of course, on your physical condition.
To write on the values of swimming in relation
to safety would fill the Exponent but being an excellent swimmer does not insure safety around water, boating, etc.—Neither does one have to be a good swimmer

to know the principles of safety around water. A nonswimmer could rescue a drowning person by throwing

him a ring buoy or rope. A wonderful swimmer who
would overturn in a boat would not strike out for land
unless it were very close, but would hang on to the
boat although it were full of water (unless it were the
sinkable kind) and wait for help. Many swimmers overestimate their ability and drown doing this very thing.
The motto “Throw, row, tow and go” to a rescue,
which the Red Cross uses in life saving shows that as
a last resort a swimming rescue is used.
You are probably saying “What can I do about it:”
Investigate the Red Cross or “Y” swimming courses
which

are offered—beginning,

intermediate,

advanced,

and life-saving.
If you become discouraged just keep trying. You
can learn to swim!
—JEAN LEBoEvrF.

February, 1948

A WORD

TO THE WISE

Since 1948 is a presidential election year, news-

papers and radio daily enlighten or mystify the public
with political issues, possible presidential candidates,
and various commentaries on the foregoing. Unfortunately the political maze has become so intricate
that it is a difficult task for the average citizen to distinguish the wheat from the chaff or the statesman
from the politician. On the other hand the individual’s
vote yearly increases in importance.
Every year at election time a voice on the radio
urges listeners to “get out and vote”. Political parties
send representatives to homes in every district to remind the housewife of her civic duty. Dollar upon
dollar is spent on putting on eye and ear catching campaigns. As a result the citizen very probably does “get
out and vote” but his choice may be nothing more
than a blind stab, a wild guess.
We as college students are often guilty of this “in
the dark” voting. We have a bad habit of confining
our interests to the campus activity which strikes our
own fancy. This isolation from national and local proceedings is a shameful abuse of our sacred heritage.
Those of us who are not of voting age should be pre-

paring themselves to play a vital part as citizens of their
city, state, and country, but we who already have the
right should by all means read, consult, consider, and
decide before voting. Remember, do “get out and
vote”, but vote intelligently.
—Mary FRAnces CavANAucH.
“&

*

*

*

EMPTINESS
What heart, shorn of love’s esthetic thrill,
Can say it lives, can say with utter truth,
I need but words—dim,

shallow words—to

fill

‘The vast and empty void which must forsooth
Compel my soul to seek a dream’s desire?
What mind, lost in the bleakness of itself,

Can reason right, can filter through the mire
‘To find an equal value for love’s pelf?
I beg of you, pray tell me how your dreams,
Lost to the golden ways of thrilling love,
Can be enriched? How can those limpid beams
Be shoved aside with not a thought above?

‘That heart is lost. What other thought could I,
With truth, utter to the love-filled sky?
—EUGENE

VONDEREMBSE.,
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NEGRO, A POLITICAL

THE

FACTOR

1936 returned sixteen Negroes
legislatures in eight states.

The race claims credit for defeat
of several members of Congress who
voted against anti-lynching bills. In

Mostly historical

1920, President nominee

@ By CHARLES GOEDDE
In order to account for the lack
of advancement of the colored race
regarding politics, and to see why
the Negro seemingly has been so
conspicuous by his absence in this
field, we must shift back a few cen-

turies to early American colonial
days. Not long after the discovery
of this country, slaves began to appear on this continent, not of their
own free choice, but because they
were

victims

of

continental

trade,

a source of a blooming, prosperous
exchange.

Around

the

year

1700,

this business of importing slaves became so profitable that half of the
then-civilized Southeastern seacoast
population was black. An “item” of
illicit slave commerce, the Negro,
a native African, increasing in numbers in America from fifty-nine
thousand in 1714 to a population of
six hundred and ninety-seven thousand in 1790, still received no God-

given privileges or rights. Being
just part of an estate, the colored
man existed, very miserable and
very forgotten.
Then in the early nineteenth century, a new impetus was applied to
slave labor. In Europe the Industrial Revolution was spreading its
inevitable influence. England, now
a heavy manufacturing
locality,
looked elsewhere for materials to

feed

her

factories.

She

cast

her

covetuous eyes on America, more
particularly on the South, until now
a minor source of cotton. To the
southern plantation owner, agricultural expansion could prove very

profitable with so abundant and so
cheap a labor supply handy.
night,

it

seemed,

Over-

“Cotton

was

king!” The Negro, the most important human factor, had nothing
to say!
We

know

that

South became

conditions

so bad

in

the

that a civil

war resulted—a war to unshackle the

slaves and
Page
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to

to preserve

the Union.

As a result of the Emancipation
Proclamation over three-fourths of
a million Negroes were given political rights. Most of the new
voters were illiterate, utterly untaught in the principles of self-government. So ignorant were they of
the new franchise, that many went
to the polls with baskets and bags
in which to carry it away. As a result this illiterate body was exploited by designing politicians. As for
southern whites, they were embittered by the humiliation of being
governed by their former slaves; and
the fear of “Negro domination” has
since remained.
By the beginning of the 1890’s,
the Negro was practically disfranchised. Certain political leaders felt
that it would be better to secure
Negro disfranchisement by constitutional means. From the years 18901910,
eight
states:
Mississippi,
South Carolina, Louisiana, North
Carolina, Alabama, Virginia, Geor-

gia and Oklahoma adopted such restrictions against the Negro. The
end is achieved by a series of qualifications based on literacy, property
and the payment of taxes. Each
state has an educational test. ‘These
constitutions were adopted at a
time when the Negro was generally
illiterate, and owned no property.
White voters were saved by “grandfather,” “good character,” or “understanding” clauses.

Cox made

no appeal to the colored vote and
failed to receive it.
In no election since 1860 had
American politicians been so concerned about the Negro vote as in

1936. The Negro cast a large block
of votes in at least half a dozen
northern states. Since the shift of
this bloc would turn the state in
a close

election,

the

work

of

the

©

Negro bureaus assumed a greater
importance than ever before.

Many factors entered into the Republican debacle of the fall of 1936.
But the Negro vote would alone
have been sufficient to have swept
Mr. Roosevelt into office when delivered,

as

it was,

practically

as

a

unit. This leads to a thought of
great importance of the future of
the United States: the Negro con-

stitutes a minority group, but he is
also massed in large numbers in
pivotal positions. Organized and
race-conscious,

he

is

not

without

political power. Slowly but steadily
he has gained political power. There
are more than two million Negroes
of voting age in the northern and
border states. In the states of New
York,
Illinois,
Pennsylvania,
Indiana, and Ohio, the Negro vote

when united holds the decisive
hand, and probably in New Jersey,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Maryland,

Kentucky, and Missouri.
At the same time, the South has

as a re-

come a long way in regard to Negro
rights. In March, 1944, in the case
of Smith vs. Alwright, the Supreme
Court of the United States ruled

sult of the heavy influx of Negroes
during the World War and postwar periods, they have become an
important factor in several northern
states. In certain counties and city

the right to vote regardless of race
extends to primaries as well as to
general elections. It appears that
the result will be greatly to in-

More

recently,

however,

that the constitutional protection of

wards they are able to control elec-

crease

tion of local officials. Frequently a

citizens in southern elections. There

colored

has been

man

appears

as a member

of city council or of board of aldermen.

Some

state

legislatures.

have

been

elected

to

The

election

of

the participation

of Negro

striking activity in Negro

political parties all over the South.
In 1944 the Progressive Democrats
(Continued on Next Page)
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party of South Carolina, composed
of colored as well as of white voters,

that

mortally

swung

the

wounded

course

of

entered in the National Democratic

‘into a new

Convention a Negro candidate for
U. S. Senator.
The biggest single development

sorrow in the South.

in the field of citizenship and race
relations in the South within recent years has been the organization of the Southern Regional
Council. Composed of two hundred and seventy charter members
of leading white and Negro Southerners,

members

these

been

have

accredited with much of the advancement of Inter-racial cooperation and development in the South.
In the acquisition of political

power lies one of the Negro’s great
hopes for improving his status. By
the strength of their votes and with
increasing political representation,
Negroes could get better schools,
housing, health facilities—all the
public services. And they could use
their influence to assure the enforcement of the civil rights statutes
that are already enacted. There is
no doubt that the Negro vote, the
power of labor, and government attitudes—all based on true Christian

principles—can _ profoundly

affect

our racial practices.
demned

roundly

has

Pius

Pope

racialism

con-

as anti-Christian,

and expresses a special solicitude for

the “Negro people dwelling among

you,” urging especial care for their

religious and educational well-being.
“Those

enter

who

the

Church,”

says the Holy Father, “whatever be

their origin or speech, have equal
rights as children in the House of

the Lord.”

Ko
ABRAHAM

LINCOLN

nation

direction—which

_per-

SAID

IT

announcement of the Emancipation
Proclamation. The preliminary proclamation was issued September 22,
1862, the final January 1, 1863.
As the end of the war seemed
near—Lee had surrendered to Grant
at Appomattox Court House—Lincoln was assassinated while attend-

ing a performance at Ford’s theater
in Washington on Good Friday,
April 14. John Wilkes Booth’s shot

what

Yes,

again,

what

would

Lincoln

do today? The endurance of a practical man, toiling and hoping, was
there when in a dark month a
friend queried Lincoln as to whether
he might be working on some fresh
plan to save the country. ‘The reply came that there was only one
thing to do, “Keep pegging away.”

He seemed ever aware of the instruction in the Book of Ecclesiastes,

“Be not rash with thy mouth.” He
had humility, scruples, care and
anxiety about what he thought,
wrote and said, hoping to mislead

no one, hoping

his words

would

stand up and make sense and perhaps wisdom for his own time and

later times. “The fiery trial through
which we pass will light us down,
in honor

or dishonor,

to the latest

generation.”
One source of his patience is indicated in his writing to one of his
military governors handling a tangle
of accusations and recriminations:
“T shall do nothing through malice.
What I deal with is too vast for
malicious dealing.”
Soe
A FABLE ABOUT DANDELIONS
(Continued from Page 11)
forge made him nervous—at least
it was somewhat of a distraction. So
he

went

to

his

mother,

for

Hera

was she, though it is not known
definitely whether or not he had

another parent, and asked: “Mother,

She answered not a word but
mercly wept the more until at

mind—to

of the Titans, Cronus

himself, and

had been lost when he fought the
fatal battle

he

told

against

her.

Ever

his

son

curious

Zeus,

and

thrilled with gifts she stopped crying at once and begged Hephaestus

for the tiny box. To ask how he
came to have possession of it or

contained

never

occurred

have the box.

“Will it halt thy miserable tears,”
he asked.
“Already it has!” Hera responded, thus obtaining the cedarn box,
gold lace and all.
As soon as Hephaestus had departed, Hera broke open the box
and was startled to find there her
own tears, crystalline and_ gold.

‘These she poured into her hand and

in amazement saw the box refilled
at once with yellow tear drops.
Again and again this happened until Zeus once more appeared among
the gods. Fearful lest he take the
box from her as further punishment,

she hid it and threw the tear drops
away, for she thought the wonderful
box to never cease refilling. She,
however, was dealing with the
Father of the Gods and was soon
discovered. In retaliation Zeus
caused the tears—each as it struck
earth—to become beautiful golden
round flowers. Everyone on earth
saw these new flowers—dandelions
—and knew they were the tears of
Hera. This would put her to shame
thought Zeus. And it did.
But not long after, she too had
revenge when Zeus decided to stop
the tears from o’erflowing the
magic box. He could not do so,
nor could any other of the Olympians. ‘This, the last lick of the
fallen ‘Titans, has never ended, and
until today, the dandelions, as nu-

merous as stars, appear the world
over.
—R.

E. BackHerms.

4 Mee
WINTER—YOU CAN HAVE IT
=

(Continued from Page 7)

length he held before her a small
box of cedar over which he had
skillfully wrought a lacy golden coyerlet. It had belonged to the ruler

it

to her; one thing only had she in

haps brought increased hardship and

why weep you?”

(Continued from Page 10)

February, 1948

Lincoln,
the

chen
him

held him
over

the

up as she pulled
ice.

Out

of

breath,

Percy said that he would try it himself and after a few minutes he
started out under his own power.
This time a small twig in the ice
was his undoing and Percy not only
hit the ice but also the cold water
underneath it.
Quick

to

the

rescue,

Gretchen

Page 17

.

pulled

the

“quick-frozen”

Percy

from the icy water of the lagoon
and dragged him to the “flivver.”
Once home Percy had to defrost
before he could get off his skates
and multitudinous wraps. But when
he was in his bed and shivering beneath

the blankets, he thanked

the

heavens above for surely Old Man
Winter will have left before he recovers from this last excursion.
Otherwise he would simply have to
turn down any more invitations to
take part in winter sports and how
could he refuse Gretchen anything?
For

he

did

love

her,

didn’t

he?—

or did he?
A

FAILURE?

(Continued from Page 5)
as there
do, that
find the
way to

their intelligence is closed.”
Another group of morbid intellectuals who are apt to brood and
accept the easiest way out of their

self-constructed dilemma are those
scientists who have perverted science
scientism,

and

condemn

Chris-

tianity for failing to clear up their
inky intellects. These people usually propose the strongest arguments
since they superficially are exacting
logical, but as du Nouy pointed out,
“There is nothing more irrational

than a man who is rationally irrational.”
It has been

proclaims
Newton
wise.

God

said that a catechist

to

demonstrates

children,
Him

to be dif-

When
considering Christianity
they therefore must conclude that

Christianity had failed or bear the
disgraceful stigma of a conformist.
They then begin the search that
will lead them in circles, until they
become

conformists,

or rad-

the

with the purpose of proving that it
is purposeless, constitute an interesting subject of study.”
There is one trait common to
many of these objectors and castigators. ‘They are equally egotistical
and egocentric. This does not presume that such men are all hypocrites or weaklings; there are those
amongst them who are sincere, but
sincerity is a tiny thing if this
sincerity does not eventuate itself

to a state of seeking an absolute.

AN INTERVIEW
(Continued

from Page 6)

let us go a little deeper. Your poem,
Christabel, I never quite understood

that. What was Geraldine a symbol

of? Do
story?

you

intend

to finish

the

STC: As to your first question. I
am not quite sure what Geraldine
symbolizes myself. All I know is

that she is something

dark, mys-

terious, and vague in the back of
my mind that I cannot quite reach
and put to paper. As for your second question. I don’t know, I really
don’t. Perhaps if I can “grasp” her
for what she is, I shall. Otherwise I

God has given us Christianity,
but in so doing He complicated
matters by creating man with a free
will. This is why Christianity is said
to have failed. Not because _ its
religious, social, economic, philosophical message has shortcomings,
but because man has not the courage to effect Christianity.
The young man need not turn
to Communism or some such work
of the devil for an_ intellectual
stimulus. Christianity presents to
all peoples an everlasting challenge.
In Christianity is embodied all that
any truth-seeking individual needs
to start his own crusade. But do not
condemn Christianity as a failure
when it has not been conclusively
tried.

do not intend to continue some
thing I myself cannot understand.
FDK:
there

Thank

are

four

you.
lines

And
that

now,

have

al-

ways interested me. They are from
your poem, Love.

“All thoughts,
delights,

all passions, all

Whatever stirs this mortal frame,
All are but ministers of Love,
And feed his sacred frame.”

STC: Ah! You don’t know how
pleased I am you mentioned those
lines. I have never experienced mad,
passionate, all absorbing love myself, but I see so many of my contemporaries making complete fools
of themselves over a pretty face or

figure that I wrote those more as

ee

a sarcastic warning. I realize they
do not fit the rest of the poem but
they never were intended to.

Out of the glorious stories
Of things that used to be,
One small remembrance

FDK: Well, Mr. Coleridge. I
thank you very much for this interview. It wasn’t only an interview,

We

and
to

The philosopher Whitehead said,
“The scientists who spend their life
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are born

icals of no particular stamp.

ligious. And let us hope,
is nothing more we can
this pragmatical plea will
way to their hearts if the

to

men

that is foolish.

either

Keak
IS CHRISTIANITY

Some

ferent, or so it seems. And if they
weren't born as such they allow the
animal instincts to arrive at that
plane. They feel that in order to
be something they must be different. Anything but that which is
commonly accepted is acceptable to
them. In the sphere of Christianity

ee
A

MEMORY

Keeps coming back home to me.
The memory of another day
When you and I were young,
The memory of our courtship

But the memory remaining in my
heart

Though God has taken you above,
The one I'll cherish all my life

Is the memory of your love.
—J. H. Hicers.
POT

ES

RE

to see you again.
STC:

The songs that we have sung.

RI

but a pleasant chat. I sincerely hope

Re

Thank you, Mr. King, both

for your flattery and your
versation. You are really
person I have talked to
been able to get a word in
Good luck, until we meet

(Editor’s

note:

fine conthe first
that has
edgewise.
again.

Unfortunately,

FDK and STC will never meet again
in this life. STC

died yesteryear at

approximately

a quarter

19th

RIP.)

century.

past

the

The Exponent

Student Essays
BLESSED

IMMUNITY

Anyone who can stand behind a
counter, especially the candy counter, fifty-two weeks

in a year, three

hundred sixty-five days minus fiftytwo Sundays and not encounter one
of the department store demoniac
patrons is either immune to human
frailties and loves all humanity or
is just numb. I will attempt to

tell you

how most

such a complete
tion.

clerks achieve

state of exaspera-

The person who comes up to the
counter at nine twenty-six and asks
to purchase a five-cent package of
life-savers to eat in the beauty shop
doesn’t arouse you to any great
length. You are yet immersed in a
condition of insensibility. (Eight

o'clock certainly rolls around with
atomic speed!) You mumble that
the store opens at nine-thirty. She
opens her mouth to protest, but

your unlocking the show case shuts
it with a snap. Rubbing the sleepers from your eyes, you fumblingly
try to find her hand. She deposits
a nickel in yours and gratefully
says, “Thank you very much,” to

which

you

reply,

“Huh-huh.”

Through a yawn you reply, “S’ all
right” and continue shining the
glass through the fog of semi-sleep.

late for a dinner date? “Nope!” You
are a public servant and as such
you've got to serve. After the
charge is written up, the customer
gone, your eyes dart to the clock.
Ten minutes of six! It'll take you
until six to get your books straight-

ened

out and

the place locked—

you who had an appointment at six
o'clock. You were in a good mood
until this point, but your temper
was fast becoming jagged at the

trials. They greet you in the morn-

ing with a smile and bid you adieu
in the evening with the same placid
look, while you leave gnashing your
teeth, clenching your fists and believing you'll show them by quitting.
—JOANNE Comes.
Keke
THE

SAGA OF BLOODY
SWEAT BUMP

edges as the phone rang and the
buyer wanted to see you in her
office. I suppose, you snap to your
fellow clerks, dinner can wait!

There are days when one thing
after another builds to an explosive
crescendo. Customer A becomes impatient when you couldn’t wait on
her immediately.

Then

another,

C,

interrupted you several times while
you were busy with B and left the
department in a huff, because you
wouldn’t give her your immediate
attention. The floor man came up
to the counter with a package from
the delivery department saying that
the driver said he couldn’t read the
label. Of course he couldn’t. They
put so much glue over the hand-

writing in central wrap that it be-

D-Day,

H-Hour.

The

sun_

rose

that morning to hide behind gray
clouds hanging gover the snow-covered terrain. From a quarter of a
mile away, you could see the dim
outline of Hill 174, known to the
brave souls who assaulted it as
“Hardtime Hill” or “Bloody Sweat
Bump.” On the crest of the rise
were a few buildings—some of them
rickety affairs that defied the law
of gravity—partially hidden by trees.
To

invade

these

structures,

to

squeeze from them everything that
could be gained—that was the aim

of the

individuals

who

debarked

from the troop-carriers at the foot
of the hill and cast fearful glances
at its summit. With much looking
at watches the group began to move
up the gentle slope. Scouts were
out ahead, slogging through the
snow, listening for a sound in the
almost-deathly quiet. The assault
was underway.

But the person who really makes
the clerk say she leads a dog’s life

came blurred. Someone wanting to
get to the other end of the counter
“in a big rush” stepped on your
sore toe that someone else had
stepped on in the first place. As you

is the Oh—dear, I know it’s—almost

tried to return change to a patron,

— ‘Time — to —close but—I—promised — the — children—I’d—bring—
them
something,
customer.
At
forty-four minutes and forty-five seconds before six she steams up to

she brushed against one of the displays and shoved it to the floor.
As she frantically grabbed at it, the
sign and all the other boxes were
disarranged, the sign and_ holder

seen to be moving up with satchels.
All the group seemed cast from the
same mold — expressionless, silent.

the counter on her way out of the

Soon the hill was surrounded on
three

sides,

and

a

were

sent clattering to the floor. By the

Then

the

time the climaxing incident comes
you have decided to give two weeks’

“Here

comes

madam, you think, I’ve added my
tally and this shouldn’t happen to

demoralized mind and depart. How
you envy those people who seem to

anized equipment, bearing grimvisaged men and even a few women,
move up. By this time, the bottom

a dog.)

be blessedly immune to life’s little

half of the hill was occupied. One

February,

But does she care if you’re

1948

take your

shattered

nerves,

the

came

men

store. Of course, she hasn’t anything but her charge-plate with her,
so you charge the purchase. (But

notice,

whisper

few

armor,”

forward
and

the

men stepped aside to let the mech-

Page
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worried-looking
what appeared

fellow, lugging
to be a brief-case,

glanced at his wristwatch and said
to his companion, “It’s five of eight.
The plan says we have to be there,

occupying those buildings, at eight
bells on the dot. If we’re not there,

the higher-ups will give us a hard
time to end hard times.”
The easy life was over for these
individuals. For a week they had
been

in various rest areas, and now

they
Not
life
were

were off on another campaign.
everyone wanted to lead the
they led, but these crusaders
in pursuit of a higher ideal.

Suddenly someone far forward
called “Let’s go! Now’s the time.
Attack!” Instantly, everyone shook

off the lethargic attitude and broke
into a dead run for the top of the
hill. Stragglers were urged to hurry,
and even the ones hauling bulky
equipment slipped and slid in a
valiant effort to reach the crest with
their comrades-in-arms. Once on the
summit, the groups fanned out toward different buildings, as if according to plan. Some of the assault forces stopped to consult
papers (orders, possibly?), but the
majority knew exactly where to go
and what to do. Most of the men,
and a few women, were almost to

the

doors

four-story

of the big,
structures

three

when

and

a ring-

ing sound filled the early morning
stillness.
A young man put on more speed

to the many difficulties and problems that a beginning vocalist encounters.

Let us consider a few of the
problems of the average girl vocalist. For one thing, she is always
before a large group of the critical
public who judge her clothes, hairdo, general appearance, personality,
and above all her singing ability.
She is observed, moreover, not only
while working but also wherever
she goes, and whenever she ap-

pears in public. As a result of these
criticisms, she must have confidence

in her appearance and must
tain her poise at all times.

main-

No matter how bad she may feel
or what mood presents itself, the
vocalist must always go smiling
through. Her own problems and
disappointments must be cast aside,
because they are subordinate to the
fact that “the show must go on.”

The small-time vocalist has a definite clothes problem. Her costumes
must be selected with an eye for attractiveness and inexpensiveness, for
her money is usually limited. She
must give up parties, dates, and almost all social life, because

the or-

chestra is usually working on week-

ends or playing one night stands in
some

insignificant

town

or other.

After considering all these detriments,

can

one

still

say

that

a

musical career is a soft, easy, moneymaking occupation?
—PatriciA Kraus.

and yelled back to his partner
“C'mon, Joe, move! That was the
last bell! Hurry up, vacation’s over.
I thought we were going to start
this semester by being in class on
time.”

Ah,

yes,

D-Day

H-Hour—

February 2, at 8 o’clock U. D. was
invaded!
—Joun KELLY.
ON

AN

APPRECIATION

Vespers in Vienna, the new novel

ek
SINGING WITH
ORCHESTRA

by Bruce Marshall, the Scottish au-

AN

thor, is the story of Vienna in 1946.
Although, in my opinion, a far cry

makes for good reading. Although
he offers no solution for the problems of disunity and despair in the
world today, he makes you believe
that if there is an answer it must
lie in religion.
Bruce

Marshall,

himself

a

con-

vert to the Catholic faith some
twenty-five years ago, is a deeply religious person. His writings have the
background based on the Christian
outlook on life.
His principal character, the British Colonel Nicobar, a typical military type, is made to appear the
only really decent fellow in the

whole British army. Placed in charge
of subversive activities in Vienna
after the war, and billeted in the
convent of the Daughters of the
Holy Spirit, he is thrown into a
totally alien surrounding. However,
from their first meeting, the Mother
Superior and the Colonel discover
a mutual admiration for each other
and become friends.

As the story progresses Marshall
tries, but in a rather unsuccessful
way, to convince his readers that
Reverend Mother’s idealistic phil-

osophy of life is after all, the only
way out for the world. This I would
be the

last

to

deny,

for without

Christianity in the world, there can
be no peace and happiness. But,
our author

is not very convincing

for he has no results to back up
his notions. There are times in the
story, for example the friendly chats
between the English Colonel, the
ex-German soldier and the Russian
occupation officer, when you begin
to think that maybe the old world
could be peaceful if it were up to
the little man to decide. Nevertheless, as the book goes on and nothing seems to be accomplished you
are left with a futile feeling and
will probably go to sleep thinking,
after all, what can I do.
Despite its shortcomings and admitting that this book does not

from being a really great book, it is
an interesting and delightful insight into the problems of this post-

measure up to Marshall’s previous

music are thought of in connection
with the occupation—or career—of
singing with an orchestra. Most peo-

war

its pin-pricking study

ple consider a musical career a soft,

acterization, his vigorous and ma-

zations, it merits an evening’s at-

licious

tention.

Glamor,

easy,

excitement,

money-making

lights,

mode

and

of life,

but there is never a thought given
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world.

attitude

Marshall’s

humor

about

and

art

of

char-

down-to-earth

people

and _

life

successful

novel,

The

World,

the

Flesh and Father Smith, if only for
in characteri-

—CINDY PRICE.
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..-L was just homesick
e

$9

Got that gone feeling in the
stomach... home and Mother
far away... homesick?
Why stay that way?
Home is as near as the nearest
telephone. And the family is
probably you-sick, lonely for the
sound of your voice. It’s funny
how that warm “Hello, darling,”
from Mom and that “How’s my girl?”
from Dad can drive the blues away.
One way of keeping those blues at bay
is to call home every week. It costs
little and is so much more satisfying
than just letter-writing. Easier, too!
And if you're flat, there’s that
magic word, “collect”.

K. eeping in touch doesn’t cost much
See inside front cover of directory
for typical rates

THE

OHIO

BELL

TELEPHONE

COMPANY

INPUS
Finals are all over
are begun.

and

new

terms

There may be lots of studies,
nothing stops OUR fun.

but

Special notice: To those whom
it may concern: Patti Shroder did
not kick Lloyd Mudd in the head.
And then there was the dance!
Not that to many
people could
stomach the dance of that kind for
the

entrance

fee,

but

we

shall

do

our best to relate the side incidents
of the occasion. Some liked the affair, but more of them didn’t. First
we shall salute the King and Queen,
namely Dick (Dream-Boy) Dahn
and Marilyn (Sigh) Koehler. Nice
choices, if we do say. The threesome were there with their dates.
The trio being Daye Eynon and
Harriet, Ed Voigt and Irene, and
Mark Ware and his Margie. Ray
Hummer and Margie spent long,
idle hours staring dreamily at each
other over the distance of onefourth of an inch. There in the
midst of his adoring audience was
Joe (Clap louder next time) Higgins doing his version of Jimmy
Durante. What laughs he got (for
the imitation, that is). Joyce Brookly was there with George Zimmerman. She didn’t do too much dancing in that cast on her leg, but did
collect the autograph
of Buddy

Moreno

(hurrah)

Joe Connaughton

on the plaster.

and Mary

Ann

Shaw were together, per usual at
IN A SPANISH

AUTEURS

the big affair. Clark Ash and Mary
Lou Mahoney were seen having a
pip of a time, too. She came down
from Pittsburg just to go. Bill Weikel brought his gal from Owensburg, Ky. U.D. must have some fa-

tal attraction. And then there was
Jim McKee!
Tom
to put

Eshman had paid us well
in the following advertise-

ment: Thomas Eshman
U.D.

Phone

for a nominal

is now Mrs. Bill Fletcher. They were
married during the vacation. Best
wishes! And the same to Dick Barr

CLASS

sung;

But I fear I shall never be a scholar of renown
For scanty harvest may he reap, who scantily has sown.
I know not gender, class or case, and when in school

I try

To translate the living words, they shrivel up and die.
The suffering prof, to guide my hand, strives earnestly
Or glumly out the window stares to hide despairing
Page 22

be had

ried: Mary Ruth Caseboltz (Casey)

The worthy Brother teaching it should have his praises

pain.

may

sum.

Dinner music is now being sung
by the barbershop quartet of U.D.
It isn’t a formal organization, but
they don’t mind that. (We did hear
the remark that if they were any
flatter, they'd be on the floor.)
Lois Kappler and Bob Tribby are
on the latest going steady. Congrats. Rita McGarry and Gene Duane are still going steady. Good for
their consistency. More than we can
say for most of our victims.
Big party at the Biltmore!
Attending were Sandy King, Pat Hill,
Jack Walsh, Charlie Crowley, Leo
Busse, Mike Quigley, who decorated the 7th floor of the Biltmore.
(They had a room!)
To the newly engaged and mar-

La lingua espanol—it is a very pretty tongue,

in vain

number

is back at

and Janice Solms, who are Mr. and

Mrs. now. Joe Bath is engaged to
Becky of Xenia. And to you, too.
Bud Weeks and Betty Custenborder have set their wedding date for
the 14th of August. Betty quit to
work at Rikes for the time being...
Winnie Coates and Tom Davidson
are saying their vows on June 26th.
Chris and Lu Econimedes just returned from Florida with the most
gorgeous tans, or should we say
charcoal color. Bet they wish they
had stayed down there where it is
a bit warmer.
Eleanor
Becker
(Becky) has at long last come back
to old U.D. She left two years ago
to work on a newspaper in Chicago,
butwe guess that she jus’ had to
come back here. Glad to see you

again.

When is Bill Ginn going to give
Dottie an easy time of it? Question
of the week.
Have you noticed the Three Musketteers? By name they run something

like

Jo,

Pat,

and

DeeDee.

‘They are the jolly gals of U.D.,
brightening up the halls with their
gay snickers and giggles.
Well,

that’s
we

can

all for now,

at least,

all

print.

We'll be here, natch, in next issue.
You don’t like it? You say you hold
your nose?
We wondered why the Kleenex
tissue! !

The Spaniard is not born who could make either heads

or tails
Of aught I’ve written, spoken or read; my ignorance

prevails.
And so, permit me—give it thought—a moderate
proposal
To lay before you one and all, awaiting your disposal.
"Tis this—a thousand years may pass, but I’ll no better

grow.
A thousand volumes could be filled by verbs I do not
know.

So if their version I can’t learn, I think it would be fine

For all the Spanish speaking lands to come and study
mine.

—Rocers

HArLan.
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FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

DV
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807 BROWN ST- 812 x ENIA AVE.

The Dayton Heidelberg
Distributing Co.

DEDICATION
Down

in the Library, in the basement

that is,

A new group of people now work, and live.

In my estimation they should all be wrecks
For the question most asked is “Where is my check?”
‘They work many hours, and filled with woe
‘There are times they’d like to tell us where to go.
But let us give credit where credit is due;
|

133 E. STEWART ST.
DISTRIBUTORS

Student Prince and
Heirloom Beers
Telephone

ADams

9290

Without these people, our checks would never come
through.

L.M. PRINCE CO.

They hear our gripes, and dry our tears
But when the dough rolls in, they get no cheers;
So when the checks get in, let’s not be blanks

Opticians

Let’s give Don and the gang a word of thanks.
—JOSEPH

HIccIns.
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DAYTON

MURRAY

South

Ludlow

=i-

OHIO

HENDERSON

FINER TAILORING
New Spring Line of Suits, Slacks and Shirts
335 Commercial Building — 30 S. Ludlow St.
ADams 6638
Evenings by Appointment

By

Appointment

Only

ME

SPRING

For Men
RICHARD

BAIRD

and

Compliments

of

FABRICS
Women
3345

West

A
Second

St.

OF

CHARLES R. BROWN, 0. D.

0881

Tailored by TROTTA
NEW

COMPLIMENTS

Friend

White

LAUREL

Villa

QUALITY CANNED FOODS

Crackers and Cakes

SOLD BY OVER 1000 RETAIL GROCERS
WHO
OWN THEIR
OWN
COOPERATIVE WHOLESALE GROCERY

WHITE

BAKED IN
DAYTON

VILLA GROCERS, Inc.
DAYTON,

OHIO

CARR-CONSOLIDATED
Bakeries

LAUREL

DIVISION

Banner
Best Wishes

David

Margolis

HOUSEWARES, TOYS
HARDWARE, HOTEL
and RESTAURANT
SUPPLIES

Class ‘23
and

THE METROPOLITAN

“For Good Health . . .

CO.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables”

ADams 952%

Pure - Wholesome
Delicious

The H. Office & Brother Co.
FRUITS
20-26
1896
Phone

Bazaar

1g East SEconp ST.

of

AND VEGETABLES

SOUTH

ST. CLAIR

Over 50 Years Dependable

ST.

Service

FUlton 5137

1947

Dayton, Ohio
You can always be sure that Telling’s Sealtest
Ice
Cream
is pure,
rich and wholesome.
Sealtest
Ice
Cream is carefully tested in order to

FUlton

conform

5371

ARCHIE
18-20

SHERER
South

Jefferson

DAYTON,

— Office
—

Furniture
Filing

Street

the

rigid,

high

standards

OHIO
THE

— Shelving
—

Safe - Lockers

—

COMPANY

to

of The Sealtest System of Laboratory Protection.
That is why Telling’s Sealtest Ice Cream
is famed
for its high quality, absolute purity
and delicious flavor.

Visible

Supplies

TELLING-BELLE

Systems

VERNON

CO.

Diviston of National Dairy Products Corp.
DAYTON,

OHIO

GET FUNNY...WIN

That’s no wolf at your door— that’s
opportunity knocking! One buck—three
bucks—fifteen bucks—all kinds of money
(mostly American)—that’s what PepsiCola Co. pays for gags you send in and
we print.
Send your stuff, together with your

The guy who drew this had a caption in mind, but before he could
paper, the man in the white coat collected him. So we'll pay $5 for
titles we get. Or send in your own original cartoon idea. $10 for just
... $15 if you draw it... if we buy it.
Here are the rich kids who latched onto Easy Money for cartoon

Money
Department, Pepsi-Cola Co.,
Box A, Long Island City, N. Y. All contributions become the property of PepsiCola Co. We pay only for those we print.
(At the risk of being thought sordidly
commercial, we might add that while
working “Pepsi-Cola” into your gag
won’t insure you against a rejection slip,
it’s a lead-pipe cinch that it won’t do
your chances any harm.)
Don’t write home for dough—get it
from your old Uncle Pepsi! You never
had it so good . . . just make us laugh and
you're in like Flynn!
A

KERR

KER

KER

A TITLE

7?

name, address, school and class, to Easy

We

MONEY...WRITE

and

ideas in the October

St. Louis

contest:

$15.00

to Herbert

John

put it on
the best
the idea
captions

Brammeier,

Jr., of

Univ.; $5.00 to each of the following: Katherine Meland of Syracuse

Univ.; David S. Steiner of Carnegie Tech.; and John French of Hotchkiss School.

—

HE-SHE

Old Phineas T. Barnum must have had
us in mind when he said there’s one

born every minute. In the October con-

KKK

test, we sent three fish apiece to FE. J.
Maines of Knoxville, Tenn.; Ned Curran

of Fordham University; Melvin Harrison

AFFY
EFINITIONS

of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Paul Pavalon, of
Madison, Wis.; and Francis J. Chupa

of Philadelphia
following gems:

Even daffier than the definitions is the
fact that we pay a buck apiece for any
of these we can’t resist. That’s why we're
shooting one rock to Louis W. Geier of
New Orleans for our lead-off definition:
Refresher course—a path to the nearest
bottle of Pepsi.
Father—the kin we love to touch.
Zebra—a Sing-Sing mule.
Nectar—pre-Pepsi-Cola Pepsi-Cola.
Twins— insult added to injury.

respectively

for

the

He: What’s your favorite hymn?
She: Why, you, silly!

He:

May I kiss you?

She:

(Silence).

He:
She:
He:
She:

May I please kiss you?
(More silence).
Say, are you deaf?
No, are you paralyzed?

GAGS——
She: Your head is like a doorknob.
He: How come?

She: Any girl can turn it.
He:

I have a friend who always drinks
Pepsi-Cola with a straw.
She: That’s silly—who ever heard of a
straw drinking Pepsi-Cola?
She: I’m getting worried about my
husband. I sent him out for a
Pepsi-Cola two weeks ago and he
hasn’t come back yet.
He: That is a problem.
She: Yes, I need the Pepsi-Cola.
Yep, three bucks apiece for any of
these we buy. What are you waiting

for?

Kiki *k
Look, all you have to do is write these.
We have to read ’em. Even so, we'll

pay a buck apiece for the ones we buy.

Kaka

KKK

KKK

KKK

LITTLE MORON CORNER

KKK
How

JACKPOT
At the end of the year, we’re going to
review all the stuff we’ve bought, and
the item we think was best of all is

the masterpiece that corralled a deuce
in the October contest for M. M.

the curb, exhausted, begging plaintively for a Pepsi-Cola. When asked
why

he

$2,

cash

was

so bushed,

he replied,

typically: “I just walked through a
screen door and strained myself!”

Mitchell of Austin, Texas:

going to get an extra

Muffinhead Moron, the man with the
mind of a midge, was found sitting on

$100.00
KRKKKE
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do you write a moron gag? Just

put yourself in a moron’s place and
listen to the things you say. Here’s

KK

money, for every moron

gag we buy. With your contacts,
how can you lose?
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NATISEY YOURSELF

We

... Hike hisé Stevens, that Chesterkelds
are Fs
a
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